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Summary.

on ept for a near-infrared (JHK ) bulk-opti s

ombiner

designed for e ient model-independent imaging of faint sour es. The

We des ribe a

ombiner

is designed to a

ommodate (through a re ongurable swit hyard) any number of

input beams from three to six. The instrument will in lude its own group-delay
fringe tra ker in addition to the s ien e beam

ombiner. This will mean that

fringe tra king will be possible using baseline bootstrapping while s ien e data
an be being se ured on mu h longer baselines where the fringe visibility may be
very low. We expe t that a photon-e ient opti al design will allow faint (K

∼ 13)

s ien e targets to be observed, in luding AGN. Our proposed instrument will allow
the full imaging potential of the VLTI infrastru ture to be realised.

1 S ien e

ase

The s ienti

produ tivity of VLTI would be greatly enhan ed if model-

independent images
existing VLTI

ould be made routinely. For all s ien e programmes the

apability of measuring visibilities and

losure phases on a

small number of baselines/triangles su es when one is sure a sour e
orre tly represented by one of a small number of

an be

ompeting models, ea h

with only a few unknown parameters. However, for many astrophysi al problems the situation is more
the number of

the interferometri
to draw

omplex  models may have many parameters,

ompeting models may be large, or no available model may t
data. Under these

ompletely erroneous

ir umstan es it

an be ome possible

on lusions if an in orre t model is used. The

ability to re onstru t model-independet images is the key to allowing reliable
s ienti

on lusions to be drawn.

The rst-generation VLTI instruments (parti ularly AMBER) do in priniple allow the re onstru tion of model-independent images, but this would
require multiple re ongurations of the ATs and/or the VLTI beam relay opti s. Hen e it is often di ult for potential observers to justify the amount
of teles ope time needed for imaging. Even if time is awarded, only a small
fra tion of the visibility phase information is likely to be measured, leading
to lower-quality images for the same
instrument that

(u, v)-plane

overage

ompared with an

an interfere more beams simultaneously.

We propose here a beam

ombiner designed to make ee tive use of the

beams from up to six teles opes simultaneously, and thereby make rapid
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imaging with the VLTI a reality. The instrument makes use of a proven bulkopti s

ombiner design together with a dedi ated fringe tra ker, and has the

name Bulk Opti s Beam Combiner And Tra ker or BOBCAT.
Spa e does not permit the elaboration of the full s ien e referen e mission
for an imaging interferometri

instrument, whi h is detailed in our report

for the EU JRA4 WP 1.1 Advan ed Instruments Initial Matrix Do ument,
dated Mar h 24th 2005. Our referen e misson

on entrates on four main elds

of resear h, young stellar obje ts (YSOs), the study of stellar multipli ity,
the late stages of stellar evolution (dust shells), and a tive gala ti
In all

ases, we

moderately

on entrate on the s ien e that

nu lei.

an be oered by imaging of

omplex obje ts as opposed to measurement of model parameters

of simple (i.e. few-parameter) models. A notable feature of this mission is that
it is very broad, in that it

overs a large range of astrophysi al resear h, and

is therefore likely to appeal to a wide range of ESO astronomers.

2 Derived top-level requirements for imaging
Given a s ien e ase whi h rests on the imaging of omplex sour es, we an ask
how this top-level s ien e requirement ows down to top-level requirements
on the implementation. The major requirements
adequate

(u, v)-plane

an be summarised as (a)

overage (b) adequate phase information, and ( ) a

real-time fringe-tra king system whi h is appropriate for resolved sour es.
We dis uss ea h of these requirements briey below.

(u, v)-plane

The relationship between
topi

whi h has been well

overage and image quality is a

overed in studies of radio synthesis imaging, and

these are equally appli able to the opti al/IR domain. Rules of thumb have
been developed whi h

apture the overall requirements for a given imaging

s enario. The most important of these is that if one is intending to make an
image with a given number

N

of lled pixels (this is a rough measure of how

many resolution-element-sized regions in the image are emitting signi ant
ux) then one needs to have visibility amplitude and phase measurements
for least

N

independent points in the

those whi h are at least

λ/θ

(u, v)

plane. Independent points are

apart in the Fourier plane, where

wavelength of observation and

θ

λ

is the mean

is a measure of the overall angular extent of

the obje t.
of

Thus in order to make a 10×10 pixel image with an angular resolution

θ0 ,

one would need to make approximately 100 visibility measurements,

spa ed at intervals of about
in the

(u, v)

(u, v)

λ/(10θ0 ) and spread over a region of radius λ/θ0

plane. With only 3 teles opes, we sample only 3 points in the

plane at any one time. Earth rotation synthesis will allow more data

points to be

olle ted over time, but the number of independent data points

will not be large: typi ally the maximum image

omplexity that

ould poten-

tially be re onstru ted even after eight hours of rotation synthesis with an
ideally-spa ed array of 3 teles opes would be about 3×3 resolution elements.

BOBCAT

Thus in order to make images of even modest
relo ation of the teles opes or
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omplexity, either repeated

ombining the beams from more teles opes

is required. The latter is likely to be a mu h more e ient use of teles ope
time: in reasing the number of teles opes

ombined from 3 to 4 in reases the

(u, v) points sampled by a fa tor of 2, and going to six beams
in reases the (u, v) sampling by another fa tor of 2.5, i.e. a 6-teles ope array
would be 5 times faster than a 3-teles ope array in overing the (u, v) plane.
number of

It is

ommonly re ognised that in order to re onstru t images from inter-

ferometers, measurements of visibility phase information are required: measurements of visibility amplitudes alone are not usually su ient to reliably
make images. Experien e from radio astronomy over the last 50 years has
shown that the two main te hniques for re overing phase information in the
presen e of phase perturbations (as are present in all ground-based opti al/IR
interferometri

measurements) are

losure phase and phase-referen ing. Clo-

sure phases require the simultaneous measurement of fringes on three or more
baselines, whereas phase referen ing relies on simultaneous measurements of
phases on the s ien e target and a nearby unresolved referen e sour e. In the
opti al/IR regime, measurement of

losure phases to a

ura ies of fra tions

of a degree requires quite simple hardware, whereas phase referen ing at the
same level, e.g. with the PRIMA instrument, requires a number of

omplex,

pre ise and expensive subsystems in order to work. Typi ally therefore, phase
referen ing

an be applied on only a few baselines at a time, thereby restri t-

ing the available

(u, v)

overage. Nevertheless, phase referen ing is thought

by some astronomers to be preferable to using
have
of

losure phases, be ause they

on erns related to the well-known result that (ex ept in a limited range

ir umstan es) there is no unique way of deriving a set of obje t phases

from a set of
We

losure phases.

an use simulations to get an idea of the relative importan e of the

various forms of phase information and
images that

(u, v)

overage to the quality of the

an be re onstru ted. Figure 1 shows the results from simulations

of imaging with high signal-to-noise data (SNR>100:1 per visibility data
point) as a fun tion of two variables: the
the phase information. Interferometri

(u, v)

overage and the sour e of

data were generated simulating 6-hour

Earth-rotation synthesis observations of a test sour e (an extended elipti al
star with a binary

ompanion). Data were generated

orresponding to using

arrays of either 4 or 6 teles opes. For ea h array, either phase-referen ed
data (in the simulations, simply the obje t phases with
added noise) or

∼0.01

radians of

losure phase data (with identi al amounts of noise) were

generated, giving a total of 4 datasets. Ea h of these datasets were used for
image re onstru tion and the results are shown in Figure 1.
It is readily apparent from the gure that the dieren e in resulting image
quality between using 4 and using 6 teles opes is mu h greater than that
between using the phases resulting from phase referen ing and
This

onrms that the

losure phase

losure phases.

aptures a large fra tion of the phase
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Fig. 1.
with a

Image re onstru tions from simulated high-SNR data of an ellipti al star
ompanion whi h is approximately 3.4 magnitudes fainter than the primary.

The upper images are re onstru ted from simulated data using the beams from
only 4 teles opes (i.e. 6 instantaneous baselines), while the lower images are re onstru ted from an array of 6 teles opes (i.e. 15 instantaneous baselines). In ea h

ase

an Earth-rotation synthesis of 6 hours duration was simulated. The leftmost images are re onstru ted from un orrupted phase data, simulating data from a phasereferen ed system, while the rightmost images are re onstru ted from
data. All images have the same greys ale levels. It

losure-phase

an be seen that the dieren e

between images re onstru ted from 4-teles ope data and those re onstru ted from
6-teles ope data is far greater than the dieren e between images
phase-referen ed data and from

onstru ted from

losure phase data.

information available, espe ially for larger numbers of teles opes, leaving the

(u, v)

overage as the limiting fa tor in image quality. It is

lear that given a

hoi e between phase-referen ing on a limited number of baselines and

losure

phases on a larger number of baselines, that the latter is to be preferred.
A less obvious requirement implied by a s ien e emphasis on imaging is
that of fringe tra king. Impli it in an imaging as opposed to astrometri observation is the assumption that the s ien e targets will likely be resolved many
times over by the longest baseline in the array. A ne essary
resolving the target is that the fringe
Low fringe

onsequen e of

ontrast is low on the longest baselines.

ontrasts mean low signal-to-noise ratios for fringe tra king (the

SNR s ales as the square of the fringe visibility) whi h means that fringe
tra king on the longest baselines is the weak link in the imaging pro ess.
The most general way around this problem is the use of baseline bootstrap-

BOBCAT
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ping. This involves tra king fringes on a  hain of short baselines (nearestneighbour teles opes) and using this to infer the fringe motion on the longest
baselines. Thus a general-purpose imaging interferometer must in orporate a
bootstrapping fringe tra ker. Furthermore, this fringe tra ker should operate
using group-delay tra king methods, sin e phase tra king methods are suseptible to short times ale fringe SNR drop-outs (due to, for example, AO
system Strehl u tuations). The likelihood of a drop-out somewhere along
the

hain of teles opes involved in bootstrapping grows with the length of

the

hain, rendering group-delay tra king, whi h is mu h more resistant to

su h drop-outs, the most

ompetitive te hnique.

To summarise therefore, the optimum imaging instrument allows the

om-

bination of the beams from a large number of teles opes, allows the measurement of

losure phase information, and in orporates a bootstrapping group-

delay fringe tra ker. This is the

3 BOBCAT

on ept presented here.

on ept des ription

A high-level blo k diagram of the proposed instrument, assuming a full

om-

plement of 6 input beams, is shown in Figure 2. If an initial implementation
using only 4 input beams were desired, the fast swit hyard identied at the
top of the gure would not need to be installed, but

ould be introdu ed later

as a potential upgrade.

3.1 Waveband sele tion and swit hyard
Up to six path- ompensated beams will enter the instrument from the VLTI
delay lines. The beams them immediately enter a fast swit hyard in orporating di hroi


mirrors, whi h has two fun tions:

It ree ts light in the

hosen s ien e band (one of J, H or K bands) from

a subset of four of the entering beams into the four input ports of the
s ien e


ombiner.

It serves to transmit either the H or K -band light from all of the input
beams to the fringe tra king

ombiner.

The swit hyard is designed to be re ongurable in less than 10 se onds,
and will allow at least one permutation of every

ombination of four beams

from up to six input beams to be sele ted, i.e. all baselines and
gles will be a

essible to the s ien e

ombiner. By using three

losure trianongurations

of the swit hyard, all 15 baselines available from 6 teles ope beams (or 12 of
15 baselines with two
minutes.

ongurations) will be measurable within one or two
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Fig. 2.

Blo k diagram of the BOBCAT instrument

on ept assuming a maximum

omplement of six input beams. Light enters at the top, and is spe trally split
between the s ien e beam
beam

ombiner at the right and the group-delay fringe tra king

ombiner to the bottom.

3.2 Internal group-delay fringe tra ker
The fringe tra ker will

onsist of a pairwise pupil-plane beam

ombiner that

ontinuously measures fringes on the ve (or equivalent for shorter

hains)

nearest-neighbour baselines in a bootstrapping  hain of teles opes. This
will most likely be implemented with the opti al
dis rete

ommer ial or

omponents mounted on

ustom mounts. Low-noise hybrid FPA dete tors will

be used, su h as those supplied by Ro kwell or Raytheon, although only a
small number (<100) of pixels will be used on any given devi e.
The fringe tra ker will operate as a group-delay fringe tra ker in either
the H or K photometri

band, with one of the two remaining bands from the

set of J, H, and K being fed into the s ien e

ombiner. The fringe tra ker will

be designed to maximize the raw signal-to-noise of the fringe measurement,
as the data will not normally be used for s ien e analysis. A small number
(5) of spe tral

hannels will be used. As the

maintain the fringes within their

ombiner will only serve to

oheren e envelope, the OPD modulation

of the input beams (provided internal to the instrument) will be relatively
slow, and multiple short-exposure realisations of the fringes will be averaged
to obtain ea h OPD estimate.

BOBCAT
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For a 6-beam instrument a total of 5 dete tor arrays will be required, ea h
lo ated in a separate dewar

ooled to LN2 temperatures and in luding a

old

stop and a xed dispersing element. This number may be revised downwards
if further detailed studies suggest that more than two of the fringe-tra king
outputs

an be delivered to ea h fo al-plane array or if fewer input beams

are to be handled.
Within the group-delay tra ker itself, there will be a separate additional
swit hyard to manage re ongurations of the teles opes that feed the instrument. This will be adjusted when the VLTI array
su h that the short fringe-tra king baselines

onguration is altered

orrespond to dierent pairings

of the input beams as delivered to the instrument entran e port.

3.3 S ien e

ombiner

Our proposed implementation for the s ien e beam
pupil plane

ombiner is a four-way

ombiner. This will re eive four input beams, and ea h of its

four outputs will en ode the full set of six fringe patterns appropriate to the
four input beams. The

hoi e of whi h input beams are fed to the s ien e

ombiner will be determined by the instrument's fast swit hyard whi h will
allow rapid re onguration of the input beams.
Currently, we envisage using a high-stability opti ally- onta ted beam
ombiner. A prototype

ombiner of this type has already been fabri ated and

tested in Cambridge (see Figure 3) and its behaviour and performan e is well
understood. Temporal modulation of the input beams so as to visualise the
interferen e fringes will be provided by a separate set of PZT sta ks a tuating
the mirrors feeding the
Ea h of the four

ombiner opti s.

ombined beams will be fed to a

ooled low-noise hybrid

FPA via a spatial lter and a dispersing element. We expe t the instrument
will oer a

hoi e of at least two, and possibly three, spe tral resolution

modes: low (R

∼

30), medium (R

depending on s ien e

∼

300) and high (R to be determined

ase and referen e mission).

In this type of beam

ombiner, ea h of the four outputs provides interfer-

en e signals on all six instantaneously-available baselines and so one dete tor
and dewar interrogating a single output is su ient to measure all the visibilities and

losure phases. This type of design thus oers

onsiderable exibility

in how the dete tors and dewars are deployed; for example fewer than four
dete tors might be installed initially to redu e
with xed dispersion

osts. Alternatively, dete tors

ould be employed, with dierent spe tral resolutions

being provided at the dierent

ombiner outputs.

From a systems engineering approa h, the

hoi e of a four-way

ombiner

rather than a six-way system has been based on a number of trade studies and
serves to optimise the instantaneous fringe signal-to-noise ratio, to minimize
risks asso iated with opto-me hani al stability, to minimize

ross-talk be-

tween the dierent fringe signals, to simplify the opti al design of the beam
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ombiner and to take maximum advantage of tried-and-tested

omponents

and methodologies.

Fig. 3.

Photograph of a prototype opti ally- onta ted near-infrared four-way beam

ombiner for COAST. On e fabri ated, this

ombiner requires no internal align-

ment. The overall footprint of this devi e, whi h has four inputs and four outputs,
is 20 m x 10 m. A similar devi e for the VLTI would be expanded in s ale.

4 Performan e
4.1 Imaging

apabilities

The proposed instrument will permit imaging by phase
of a 6-beam instrument allows the desired

(u, v)-plane

losure. The

hoi e

overage to be ob-

tained with the minimum observing time (given that only six delay lines are
available). S ien e data is re orded on 6 baselines and 4

losure triangles (3

independent) simultaneously, and the fast swit hyard allows all 15 baselines
and 10 independent

losure phases available from 6 teles opes to be sele ted

in a few minutes. For the same

(u, v)-plane

overage,

ombining more beams

together se ures a greater fra tion of the phase information: for example, the
6-beam

on ept preserves 2/3 of the phase information,

ompared with 1/3

for a 3-beam instrument su h as AMBER.
One key feature of our proposed instrument is the ability to take advantage of baseline and, in most

ases, wavelength bootstrapping by using

a separate optimized fringe-tra king beam

ombiner. This will

ru ially al-

low s ien e measurements to be made on the very longest VLTI baselines
by monitoring the atmospheri
neighbor baselines between

u tuations on the mu h shorter nearest-

losely spa ed teles opes. Unless a bright point

BOBCAT

sour e referen e is available within the isoplanati
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pat h, this will be the only

way of measuring fringe amplitudes and phases for the resolved sour es that
will be the targets of many imaging studies.

4.2 Spe tral

overage and resolution

The proposed instrument will be designed to re ord s ien e data in any one of
the J, H or K near-infrared photometri
photometri

bands. In parallel, either the H or K

band will be used for fringe tra king. At ea h of the s ien e beam

ombiner outputs at least two dierent spe tral dispersions will be available:
a low resolution mode with R∼30, and an intermediate resolution mode with
R∼300. If there is a suitably
mode will be

ompelling s ien e

onsidered as part of the

absen e of su h a s ien e

ase, then a high resolution

on eptual design, although in the

ase we have not yet

hosen an appropriate spe tral

resolution.

4.3 Limiting magnitude
The limiting magnitude for our proposed instrument will be determined by
the limiting sensitivity of the group-delay fringe tra king sub-system. If a
target is bright enough for the fringe tra ker to operate, then arbitrarily long
integration times (perhaps spread over multiple nights, at the same sidereal
time)
have

an be used to build up signal-to-noise in the s ien e

ombiner. We

omputed the fringe tra ker limiting magnitude for several modes of

operation, assuming the atmospheri
and ex ellent seeing

onditions

parameters appropriate for average

ir ulated to all work-pa kage teams (see

Table 1).

Table 1.

Seeing parameters used for limiting magnitude and SNR

Parameter (at

λ

= 500 nm)

al ulations

Seeing FWHM Fried Parameter Coheren e Time
/ar se

r0

/ m

t0 /ms

Average seeing

0.8

12.6

6

Best seeing

0.5

20.2

15

We have assumed a basi integration of time of 2t0 , and sky ba kgrounds
2
2
and 13.0 mag/arse
in the H and K bands respe tively,

of 14.4 mag/arse

with the transmitted ba kground from an Airy-disk sized area of sky being
split between two

ombiner outputs. Spatial and temporal wavefront de or-

relations due to the VLTI infrastru ture have been in luded as des ribed in
the VLTI Interfa e Control Do ument, VLT-ICD-ESO-15000-1826, Issue 3.0
(hen eforth ICD). These have been augmented with additional throughput
losses, and spatial and temporal

oheren e loss fa tors for the instrument

and assumed exposure time, as listed in Table 2. The thermal ba kground
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from the VLTI opti al train was
where

η

(1 − η),

al ulated assuming an emissivity of

is the overall throughput. Finally, for ease of

omparison, we have

assumed a point sour e target.

Table 2.

Instrument parameters used in performan e

al ulations.

Fringe Tra king
ombiner

S ien e Combiner

40%

20%

Instrument throughput
(in luding dete tor QE)

λ/20
λ/20

Spatial wavefront error
Temporal phase jitter over

RMS  633nm
RMS  633nm

λ/20
λ/20

RMS  633nm
RMS  633nm

oherent integration
Dete tor read noise

3.0e

1.5e

−

Visibility loss fa tor due to 2t0

0.79

−

0.79

integration

Detailed simulations of the group-delay tra king pro ess were used to determinine the limiting photon ux required for group delay tra king in dierent observing

onditions. In the pro ess of deriving our limiting magnitudes

quoted here, we have used a limiting ux values of twi e those

al ulated from

simulations in order to allow some margin of safety. For simpli ity, values are
given here for only two

ases, a baseline between two UT's and a baseline

between two AT's. In the UT

ase, we have assumed that the s ien e target

is also the referen e star for the Adaptive Opti s system. In order to

al ulate

the Strehl delivered by the AO, we have assumed that the star has the

olours

of a G5 dwarf (V-H = 1.3 and V-K = 1.5). The ICD Strehl predi tions as a
fun tion of guide star V magnitude for 0.65 seeing were used for both the
best and average seeing

ases.

Figures for the limiting sensitivity of the fringe-tra king subsystem for a
number of the dierent observing modes are tabulated in Table 3 for average
and best seeing

Table 3.

onditions.

Limiting sensitivities for the group-delay fringe tra king subsystem of the

instrument.

UT-UT (self-ref. AO)

H

K

H

AT-AT

K

Average seeing

13.5

14.4

12.7

12.7

Best seeing

13.6

14.5

13.9

13.5

It

an be seen that the limiting sensitivities are adequate for the obser-

vation of many 10s of the brightest AGN, and hundreds of YSOs and other
s ien e targets.

BOBCAT
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4.4 Signal-to-noise ratio
In order to demonstrate the astronomi al
ment, we have also

apability of the proposed instru-

omputed the signal-to-noise ratio for visibility amplitude

estimation with the s ien e beam

ombiner. With the type of

are proposing, ea h of the four beam

ombiner we

ombiner outputs will deliver an in-

dependent estimate of the fringe signal. In the interest of

larity we have

ignored the possibility of averaging the signals from multiple outputs (whi h
ould improve the SNR by a fa tor of between 2 and 4), and present below
the signal-to-noise expe ted per single spe tral

hannel and per single beam

ombiner output for various observing modes.
In deriving the values in Table 4, we have assumed an on-sour e in oherent
integration time of 100 se onds, and have

omputed the signal-to-noise ratio

expe ted for sour es at three magnitudes (assuming Vega-type

olours): one

at the approximate sensitivity of the fringe tra ker and also for 2 and 4
magnitudes brighter than this.

Table 4.

Signal-to-noise ratios in 100s per spe tral

output for the s ien e beam

ombiner,

hannel per beam

ombiner

ongured with a spe tral resolution, R∼30.

Values are given for a baseline between two UTs, and for a baseline between two
ATs.

Average
seeing
Best
seeing

It
seeing

UT-UT (self ref. AO)
J
H
K
mag SNR mag SNR mag SNR
13 0.03 13
1.5 13 10.5
11
1
11
18
11
53
9
10
9
71
9
157
13 0.05 13
2.4 13
13
11
1.6 11
21
11
55
9
13
9
73
9
158

J
mag SNR
13 0.01
11
0.5
9
6
13
0.3
11
4.3
9
19

AT-AT
H
mag SNR
13 0.13
11
3.3
9
20
13
1.3
11
14
9
43

mag
13
11
9
13
11
9

K
SNR
0.54
11
45
3.2
22
63

an be seen from the table that, for the faintest sour es under average
onditions, the instrument will be limited by the signal-to-noise in the

s ien e beam

ombiner, and not by failure of the fringe-tra king sub-system.

It should be noted that several te hniques may be used to improve the s ien e
signal-to-noise ratio for faint targets, whi h have not been in luded in the
above

al ulations, in luding

oherent or in oherent

ombination of signals

from multiple beam ombiner outputs, in oherent ombination of signals from
adja ent spe tral
to phase up

hannels, the use of measurements from the fringe tra ker

onse utive basi

oheren e time in the s ien e

integrations and hen e extend the ee tive
ombiner, and the use of a bright AO referen e

star for the UTs (where available).
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4.5 Dynami
The dynami

range
range of images re onstru ted from the visibility amplitude and

losure phase measurements will depend on the number of data points and
their random and systemati
derived from

n

errors. The dynami

visibility data

range expe ted in a map

an in general be des ribed by the following

approximate formula:

DynamicRange = q
where

δA

and

δφ

√

n


δA 2
A

+ δφ2

refer to the visibility amplitude and phase errors respe -

tively.
Assuming that a sequen e of
(and asso iated
UTs and ATs

alibrated measurements of the 15 baselines

losure phases) asso iated with a 6-element subset of the

an be se ured in 30 minutes, and that observations take pla e

between Hour Angles of

±3 hours, a

suitable value for

n

will be of order 180.

If we further assume fra tional amplitude errors and phase errors of, say, 5%,
this gives a dynami
we

range of approximately 200:1, i.e. 6 magnitudes. Hen e,

an expe t features at least 5 magnitudes fainter than the brightest unre-

solved

omponent in the image to be dete ted reliably in any interferometri

map.

5 Con lusions
We have presented a beam

ombiner

on ept whi h has been designed to

exploit the wide range of interferometri

s ien e that is available from us-

ing the VLTI for model-independent imaging. A balan ed approa h has been
taken to providing all the instrumentation needed to perform useful imaging s ien e observations, in luding a multi-way bootstrapping fringe tra ker.
Proven high-e ien y bulk opti s te hnologies have been used throughout in
order to allow the observation of faint targets. A key feature of the design is
that it

an make use of the four ATs and six delay lines of the VLTI to their

(u, v)

ov-

arguments are put aside, there is a strong

ase

maximum advantage, for bootstrapping fringe tra king and rapid
erage. Thus, even if s ienti
for a multi-beam

orrelator for the VLTI purely on the basis of maximising

the return on the existing investment in the infrastru ture at Paranal.
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